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In Song of the Ovulum, a fiery battle between dragons and the military helped Matt and
Lauren set their father, Billy Bannister, free from a demonic captor. The demon, however,
escaped and kidnapped their mother, Bonnie. During the battle, a portal vortex flung Matt into
oblivion, and no one knew where he went. Now, in From the Mouth of Elijah, Lauren and Billy
set out on a journey to find Bonnie, hoping Lauren’s gifted hearing can track down Bonnie’s
never-ending song. At the same time, Walter and Ashley search for clues to cure a mysterious
disease that threatens to kill the original anthrozils, including Jared, who was once the great
Clefspeare. Both journeys are fraught with peril as Lauren and Matt are thrust into Second
Eden, where a volcano, Mount Elijah, has erupted and devastated the land, killing many of the
residents. Matt uses his gifts of healing to save some of the victims, and when he finds Bonnie,
he engages in another life-or-death battle with Tamiel’s forces in an attempt to free her. In the
meantime, Lauren learns that she is the only person who believes the cure to be possible, so
she begins a search for it. Along the way, she gains an unusual companion who prepares her for
a heart-wrenching decision. Her choice is simple: Sacrifice her own life or let the anthrozils die.

About the Author Bryan Davis is the author of the best-selling Dragons in Our Midst and
Oracles of Fire series, contemporary/fantasy blends for young people. His book Eye of the
Oracle hit number one on the January 2007, Young Adult CBA best-seller list. His book The
Bones of Makaidos won the 2010 Clive Staples Award, recognizing the best work in Christian
worldview speculative fiction. With the September 2010 release of Masters & Slayers, Bryan has
begun his first fantasy series for adults, Tales of Starlight. Bryan is a graduate of the University
of Florida (B.S. in Industrial Engineering). From the time he taught himself how to read before
school age, through his seminary years and beyond, he has demonstrated a passion for the
written word, reading and writing in many disciplines and genres, including theology, fiction,
devotionals, poetry, and humor. Bryan continues to further his writing education by attending
relevant writing conferences and conventions. Bryan is a craftsman with words and an excellent
interviewee on various topics, including his books, young adult fantasy fiction, and creative
writing in general. He makes appearances around the country for book signings and for special
presentations to enthusiastic young readers and developing young authors in middle schools,
high schools, and homeschool groups. Although he is now a full time writer, Bryan was a
computer professional for over 20 years. Bryan and his wife, Susie, have homeschooled their
four girls and three boys.
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FIREDeception lives disguised in smilesFrom nobles, preachers, kings;Disease in words,
deception’s snareIn choir robes it sings.The cause, the cure, they come as twinsIn voluntary
breaths;For one a theft, from one a gift,Both suffocating deaths.Will fires burn the sacrificeTo
spread a cooling breeze?Will death defeat another deathFor those on bended knees?And so
the valiant march to warWithout a sword in hand;Their weapon rests in silent sighs.A prayer their
only stand.When sacrificed in blistered wind,The cure is scattered yon.Our faithful servants rise
again;Their night has reached its dawn.And now they march with swords of lightTo rescue from
the mire,Corralling misled lambs with love,Rebuking wolves with fire.Strip off your scarlet-tainted
robes;To truth forever kneel.The cure must start with sharpened bladesTo cut, then stitch and
heal.O God of truth, O Lord of fire,Come purge polluted lands.We plead for healing flames of
truth;We grasp your bleeding hands.Chapter 1MOUNT ELIJAHMatt sprawled in the mud next to
Walter. Five armed prison guards surrounded him, one with a rifle pointed at his head. The other
four shifted their aims wildly at dragons orbiting outside an encircling firestorm. Flames crackled.
Steam billowed. Dragons and men screamed.Walter belly crawled through the mire, whispering,
“Get ready. I’m calling for backup through the tooth transmitter.”“Go for it.” Matt looked for Lauren.
In the center of the circle, she stood on top of a tank alongside Joran and Selah as they tried to
create a protective sound barrier around themselves using Joran’s lyre. Another tank sat behind
the first, abandoned.“Makaidos!” Walter barked. “Give us some firepower.”“Gladly.” A stream of
orange shot from Makaidos and slammed into one of the surrounding soldiers. As flames
engulfed his body, a volley of fireballs sizzled in. Two other soldiers dove out of the way and
splashed into the mud.“Matt! Now!” Walter leaped to his feet and punched a soldier in the jaw,
sending him flying backwards. Matt swept a leg under the last standing guard. He toppled,
slammed his head against the empty tank, and fell limply over Matt’s legs.
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shassoldt, “Amazing!. Bryan Davis has done it again in "From the mouth of Elijah", the second
book in his "Children of a bard series. "From the mouth of Elijah" combines adventure, faith, love
and sacrifice into a compelling story that will keep you hanging on until the last word. Set in
several different places, Davis weaves the story together perfectly, satisfying the reader and
leaving them wanting more.After being reunited with their parents after fifteen years, Matt and
Lauren Bannister are again separated from each other, traveling through different worlds and
praying that the other is still alive and safe. With danger around every corner and a deadly
disease spreading through the anthrozils, time is short and lives are at stake.Come take another
adventure with some of your favorite characters, and visit places from the earlier books. With
amazingly portrayed characters and a phenomenal story of faith and sacrifice this is a book that
you will not soon forget.”

MBrown, “Completely Fantastic!. I know everyone says it, but I'm saying it again; Bryan Davis
has yet again captivated me with one of his astounding masterpieces! Having read all nine
books before this one, I wondered how Mr. Davis would top my favorites (The Bones of
Makaidos and Song of the Ovulum) but, as always, he did. From the first minute you pick up this
book, you are taken up into a world of treason, love, sacrifice and inspiring courage that will
strengthen your faith and challenge you to go further. Among the pages of From the Mouth of
Elijah, you will encounter old and dear friends as well as become friends with new people. Mr.
Davis never fails to introduce endearing characters time and time again that will capture your
attention, time and love. I will be awaiting the next addition eagerly!”

Mary Lancaster, “Tenth book in the series. Getting better and better.. FROM THE MOUTH OF
ELIJAH kept my fingers gripping the pages until the end. The plot, characters, and the struggles
make you relate to the realistic characters. After Mount Elijah has erupted, and the residents of
Second Eden are struggling to survive, Matt Bannister uses his dragon traits to save as many
people as he can. Meanwhile, Lauren and her father, Billy, are searching for Bonnie by following
her song that only Lauren can hear. Walter and Ashley, along with Joran and Selah, are
discovering secrets concerning the terrible illness that has all the original anthrozils in its
grip.Reuniting us with characters we've grown to love from previous books, and timeless lessons
that everyone should learn, Bryan Davis has written another masterpiece, and earned himself
another spot on my bookshelf.”

Marissa Banks, “From The Mouth Elijah Childern Of the Bard. For those of you who read the first
two series this is the next chapter in the Dragon's in our Midst series. the book will start off
introducing you to two new characters who will join billy and his friends on their ever ending
journey to rid the world of evil and bring peace to the world so everyone can live together as one
will they pevail or will evil win?”



Kimistein143, “I truly enjoy these stories about dragons amongst people while bringing in .... I
truly enjoy these stories about dragons amongst people while bringing in biblical elements that
make you think. I wish it were an audible book narrated by Peter Sandon.”

sjmoore24, “From the Mouth of Elijah (Children of the Bard) by Bryan Davist. This is an amazing
book by Bryan Davis that expresses courage,love,and sacrifice . It's a book that you don't want
to stop reading after you start reading the first word . It also expresses the love of God . This is
the best and most encouraging book I've read out of Bryan Davis's book series .-Jeremy Moore
(age 12)”

Susie G, “another great book from Bryan Davis. From the Mouth of Elijah is another great book
from Bryan Davis.I don't know how he can be writing his third series and not be stretching the
story.like its predecessor, Song of the Ovulum, it's totally unpredictable.it's a long book, but I
love books this size so it's awesome for me.anyone who likes Bryan Davis's previous books will
love this one.”

Victoria Daggett, “Best yet. Mr. Davis has done a wonderful job with all of these books. If you are
just starting on this book. I would recommend going back and reading the other ones they are
really good too. I love the characters that he creates everything about it I like the action and the
story line it just all around is great ”

Happy Mum, “Great book!. Son is very happy with this book - couldn't put it down! 5 stars for
encouraging a love of reading!”

Anita, “Excellant book. My daughter has now read this whole series and loves them. She
couldn't put them down. Good morals portrayed in stories.”

M. Johns, “another great read. Love following the new series and watching the new generation
develop and grow as they face new and challenging choices and life challenging events. A great
read that I highly recommend.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 75 people have provided feedback.
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